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In this paper we study the general structure of a commutative pointed Hopf 
algebra over a field k (for example, the underlying Hopf algebra of a representa- 
tionally solvable affine algebraic group). Sullivan’s work [6, 71 and the author’s [4] 
provide the basis for this investigation. 
The algebra structure of a commutative pointed Hopf algebra A seems to be 
best understood by a detailed analysis of the coalgebra structure. If B C A is a 
sub-Hopf algebra and A,, S B, then A as a B-algebra can be described in terms 
of the coradical filtration. In particular, if the ground field has characteristic 0, 
then A is a polynomial algebra with coefficients in B. In this case, if A is a 
finitely generated B-algebra, we examine properties of the function yB(C) (the 
cardinality of a set of indeterminants) defined on sub-Hopf algebras C containing 
B. 
Suppose iz is a commutative pointed Hopf algebra over any field k. If A is 
generated (as an algebra) by the nth term of its coradical filtration, then the same 
is true of any sub-Hopf algebra. This generalizes Theorem 3.4 of [4]. The 
result can be interpreted in terms of the representation of the (affine) group 
scheme G, determined by a sub-Hopf algebra B (see [4] or [8], for example). 
If -4 is any pointed Hopf algebra over a field k, there is a unique sub-Hopf 
algebra &? minimal with respect to the property that A,98 = A. Our proof is 
constructive and sheds light on the role G(A) (the grouplikes of A) plays in the 
structure of A. We examine the relationship between the function rB( ) and g 
when iz is a commutative pointed finitely generated &,-algebra in characteristic 0. 
Throughout we shall use rather freely the notation and results of [l] and [9]. 
All vector spaces will be over a field K. 
*This paper was written during the time the author was a summer visitor to the 
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J. The author wishes to express his gratitude 
for the institution’s hospitality. The research was supported in part by National Science 
Foundation Grant MCS74-14580 A02. 
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1. IDEMPOTENTS AND INJECTIVE COMODULES 
Sullivan [6,7] demonstrated the importance of idempotents and injective 
envelopes to the structure of a Hopf algebra -4. We shall need a fairly detailed 
description of the diagonalization of A in terms of certain orthogonal families 
of idempotents in Sections 2 and 3. It is easy to see that “distinguished” families 
of idempotents and direct sum decompositions of ‘-1 as a right A-comodule are 
basically the same. A second and highly useful way of looking at direct sum 
decompositions is in terms of injective comodules. The ideas in this section for 
the most part apply to coalgebras in general. 
Let C be a coalgebra over a field k, and suppose f is an orthogonal family of 
idempotents of C*. In any algebra over a field of k an orthogonal set of nonzero 
idempotents is independent. Hence, for any c E C, all but finitely many of the 
idempotents e E 5 vanish on c. Therefore CeeE e is meaningful. We will call an 
orthogonal family of idempotents 5 of C* &stinguished if xeeg e =- E. 
Now suppose [ is a distinguished family of idempotents of C*. Then C = 
CcEc C - e, so the family gives rise to a direct sum decomposition of C as a 
right C-comodule. Notice that e E E on C - e and e vanishes on C - e’ if 
e # e’. If C = ait Ni is the direct sum of an indexed family of right sub- 
comodules, set e, L E on A’, and ei := 0 on iV, if i 76 j. Then one can easily 
check that (ei}ie, is a distinguished family of idempotents and that Ii =-- C - e, 
for all i. Let [c denote the distinguished families of idempotents of C* and let 
S, denote the set of collections of right subcomodules of C giving rise to a direct 
sum decomposition of C. What we have shown is: 
tc + s,({ei) it CC i-m ei)) is bijective. (1.1) 
For a E C* define L,, , R,,: C -+ C by I,,(c) = a - c and R,(c) = c - a for 
all c E C. Then: 
an cl 
A OL, = (I@LJod and ooR,=(R,@I)od, (1.2a) 
(L,@R,)od =(I@Rab)od =(L,,@I)od for a, b E C*. (1.2b) 
Now let [ be a distinguished family of idempotents of C”. Then using (1.2b) 
we calculate 
so: 
C (L, 0 R,) 0 d = d. (1.3) 
eec 
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Let {C,>~zO denote the coradical filtration of a coalgebra C. For given II ;; 0 
recall that AC,, -CC,“=, C, @ C,l--L , so from (1.2) we deduce that d(e 2 C, ~-~f) C 
CF=,, C, -J g; e - C,_, . Now we applv (1.3) to conclude: 
(1.4) 
fore,fEt. 
Suppose C is pointed and {e,),,G(C) is a distinguished family of idempotents 
such that Co - Pi := k g for all R E G(C). Then if c E e,, .- C,, - eb we 
conclude by (1.4) that AC == b @ c’ -, c” i;;, n f- u, where 
and 
cl, cn t e n - C, - et, . 
Applying I @ E and E @ I to this equation we see that: 
if 
then 
where 
(1.5) 
c E EC, - C, ‘~~ P!, implies AC b @ c -t c @ a if n + b. (1.5b) 
e, - Cl - e,, =~: h . a @ V, where c E V implies AC = a @ c -+ c ‘“1 a. (1.5~) 
It should be noted that a version of (1.5) can be found in [3]. 
Suppose C is a coalgebra and [ is a distinguished family of idempotents of C”. 
Then C :~ @r,ftE e 2 C i--f. Thus (1.4) and (I .5) give a fairly detailed de- 
scription of comultiplication in general. (1.5) will be used to prove Theorem 2. 
The problem of the existence of distinguished families of idcmpotents having 
certain properties (or equivalently special direct sum decompositions) is easily 
solved by using elementary properties of injective comodules. Let C be an\ 
coalgebra over a field k, and let u&c’ denote the category of right C-comodules. 
An mjective right C-comodule is by definition an injective in Jc. C is injective, 
and every IV E .jflc can be embedded in an injective hull on JP. I E NC is 
injective if for every monomorphism Al -- + N of $finite-&rrzensional comodules 
&I, Ar E JZc any map M -> I lifts to hr. From this property one sees that the 
direct sum of injectives in ,&!c is injective, a fact of basic significance for co- 
algebras. For a fuller discussion and details, the reader is referred to 121, [5], 
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and [7]. Let AZ, denote the sum of the simple submodules of a module 121. We 
will need a version of Lemma 3 of [5]. 
LERIRI.4 I. Let C be a coalgebra over ajeld k, axd suppose N E J/F is injective, 
Let Allu -= (LaUEC( n/r, be the direct sum of subcomodules z&h the following property: 
If CT’ g U. a& Mm0 n (Caea, &?,) =# (0), then iME0 C CaEn, JI, . For each 01 let 
I, c -II be an injective hull of -;II, , which contains X& . Then JI == (&n I, . 
‘Ihe proof is a straightforward application of Zorn’s lemma. 
Now suppose N C C is an injective right C-subcomodule. Then N is a direct 
summand of C, so N .:z C - e for some idempotent e E C*. Conversely, if 
e E P is any idempotent, then C L- e is injective since C is injective. It is clear 
that C l- e is an injective hull of C, -- e. Let C be any coalgebra and write 
co :2&c/ C’, as the direct sum of simple subcoalgebras. Then Lemma 1 and 
(1.1) give the existence of a distinguished family of idempotents {e,J,En such that 
CO = C;, .-- e, for all a. Now we apply (1,5) t o obtain the frequently used fact: 
Let C be a pointed coalgebra over a field k. Then C,, is spanned 
by C,, and c E C,1 such that AC -~z c @ a -I- b 0 c 2. u, where (I .6) 
n, b E G(C) and u E C,-, c C,,+, . 
LEM~IA 2. Let C be a coalgebra oz’er a jield k, and write C’,, =: GolEn C, as 
the disect sum of simple subcoalgebras. Suppose e E C* is an idempotent such that 
CO - e = Ceo for some ~1~ . Then there is a distinguished family of idempotents 
{e,,jfiEn such that C, = C, - e, for all oi and etiO F-= e. 
Proof. Let f =: E - e. Then C = C i-- e @ C -f, and e(C,) =:: (0) when- 
every 01 =‘- 01~ . Thus C, _C CO -f for (Y m/ 3” , and clearly (C -f ),, = CO -f = 
Taia C, . C -f is injective, so for each a f 01~ we can choose an injective 
hull TW for C, such that C, _C 1, C C -$ By Lemma 1 we have C -f = 
,&,.,,. 1, , so the result now follows by (1. I ). Q.E.D. 
2. EXTENSION BP A “HIGHER NEARLY PRIMITIVE" 
Let .4 be any commutative Hopf algebra. Denote by VaU the set of all z E A 
which satisfy Az=x@a+l @zfu, where aEG(A) and UEA@A. 
We write I/, for V,O. Elements of V, are called special nearly primitives [4]. 
We shall first recall some of the basic results of [4] which relate to the structure 
of B[.z], where B C A is a sub-Hopf algebra, z E Va7‘, a E G(B), and u E B @ B. 
It is clear that B[z] is a sub-Hopf algebra. 
LEMMA 3 (Proposition 1.1 of [4]). Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over 
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a field k, and B C A a sub-Hopf algebra. Suppose z E V,u where a E G(B) and 
u E B @ B. Assume c,, $ clz + ... + c,,P == 0 for some ci E B, c, =/- 0. 
(a) There is a unique relation of the form b, + b,z -j-- ... -; .zr := 0, where 
6, E B, of minimal length (Y < n), and 
(b) B[x] z’s a free B-module with basis {l,..., z+‘-lj. 
In the situation above p(X) := b, + . + ,Y1‘ is called the minimal polynomial 
of z over B (p(X) = 0 if th ere is no such relation). The minimal polynomial 
has a particularly nice form. 
LEMMA 4 (Proposition 1.3 of [4]). Let =1 be a commutative Hopf algebra over 
ajeld k, B C A a sub-Hopf algebra, and z E V,u, where a E G(B) and u E B @ B. 
Letp(X) be the minimalpolynomial ofz over B, and assume z 6 B. 
(a) If char k == 0, then p(S) :m= 0. Therefore B[z] is a free B-module with 
basis (1, z, 2 ,... j. 
(b) Supposechar k = p :,- O.Ifp(S) + 0, thenp(X) == b, -t c~,X -i- ... f 
Xl’” zchere olpl E k and CQ,, # 0 implies ap’ == a”nl%vtheumore 
(so b, c V&n where v r= -~~=, CQU”‘). 
If z E I/,“, then comparing (d @ I) c AZ with (I !$I A) o AZ yields 
u 0 a + (A @ I)u = 1 @ u + (1 0 A)u. (9 
Conversely, suppose B is a Hopf algebra and u E B @ B satisfies (*) where 
a E G(B). Then by direct calculation one can show that the Hopf algebra 
structure of B can be extended to the polynomial algebra B[Xj, where AX :- 
X @ a + 1 0 IY -ik u and C(X) = -(e (3 E)U. Assume now that char k 
p > 0 and p(-y) = b, -I- c;,S -1 ... -i Sfl” E B[X], where N~,[ E k, and a,~ ~,’ 0 
implies apt Z: al)-, and finally Ab,, =~ 0,) @ a”” -t 1 @ b, --x?, CY~,U~~~. ‘Then 
Z :: (p(X)) is easily seen to be Hopf ideal, thus B(X)/1 has a natural Hopf 
algebra structure. These arc the examples of extensions by a “higher near]! 
primitive” since in light of the previous lemmas: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A q -: B[z] b e a commutative Hopf algebra over a field k, 
where B C A is a sub-Hopf algebra and 2 E VCCU where a E G(B) and u E B @ B. 
Then B[X] is a Hopf algebra in a natural way, and the B-a[rebva map B[Xj -ta B[z] 
(n(_Y) =-m 2) induces an isomorphism of Hoff algebras B[.Yj/( p(.Y)) ‘v B[z], z&re 
p(X) is the minimal polynomial of 2 o%er B. 
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We will need to characterize Vg when A = B[z]. The proof of the next lemma 
is basically the same as that of Lemma 1.2 of [4] and will therefore be omitted. 
LEMMA 5. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over afield k, B _C A a sub- 
Hopf algebra, and z E VaU where a E G(B) and u E B @ B. Suppose (1, z,..., z”> 
is independent over B, and let x = b, + b,z + ... -f- b,,x” E V,“, where c E G(B) 
andv~B@B,b,~O(m<n). 
(a) If char k = 0 then x = b, + 01z for some OL E k. If a + 0 then c = a 
and db, = b, @ a + 1 @ b, + (V - au). 
(b) If char k = p > 0, then s > 0 and b, # 0 implies s = pz for some 1, 
and bDl :-= anl E k. Furthermore, a”’ = 
1 @ b, -}- (v - C:=, (Y~EUP’). 
c, and (assume m = p”) db, = b, @ c + 
We now combine (1.6) with Lemmas 3 and 4 to analyze the algebra structure 
of a commutative pointed Hopf algebra. We denoted the relative complement 
of a subset S of T by T\S. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a commutative pointed Hopf algebra over a jeld k, 
B s A a sub-Hopf algebra such that A is a $nitely generated B-algebra. Suppose 
-4, C B. Then there exist z, ,..,, z, E A such that A = B[z, ,..., zn], zi $ B[z, ,..., ziel], 
and xi E Vt; where ui E B[q ,..., SZ-~] @ B[z, ,..., ,z-~] for 1 < i < m. For such 
x’s B[z, ,..., q] is a free B[zz, ,..., zi-l ]-module which is an integral extension OY 
polynomial ring, and - “1 ,.‘., z,,, are algebraically independent over B if char k = 0. 
Proof. There exists a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra C which generates A 
as a B-algebra. The hypothesis B $ A means that C li: B. Let n be the least 
nonnegative integer such that C, e B. Then n > 0 by assumption. By (1.6) 
there exists a c E C,\B such that AC = c $J a + b @ c -t u, where a, b E G(C) 
and u E C,,-, @ C,-, . Let zr -= cbbl and ut = u(b-l @ b-l). Then or $ B and 
ur E C,,_,b-I @ C,_,b-l _C B @ B. Thus we can find q ,.,., q such that 
zi E vz; , zi $B[zr ,..., q-J, and ui E B @ B for 1 ,< i < Y, and B[z, ,..., z,.] Z C,, . 
Replace B by B[z, ,..., a,.] and continue. QED. 
In the next section we shall determine the coradical filtration of B[z] in a 
special case. In general the problem is not so easy. We conclude this section by 
showing B[z]~ == B, . 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field k, and let 
B C A be a sub-Hopf algebra. Suppose z E I/,“, where a E G(B) and u E B @ B. 
TJren B[z]~ = B, . 
Proof. B + k . z C B A B, so (B + k & = B, . But C = B $m k . z 
generates B[z] as an algebra. It suffices to show that (C), _C (C,,). To this end let 
-4 be any bialgebra over a field k, and suppose C C A is a subcoalgebra. If 
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T’, = Gil+..+,+ CL1 ... . Cim, then I’, C r/, C ... C (Jz~-, II, = (C) and 
d I, C xi=zO Vk @ I?,-, . Therefore the V,‘sfilter (C), so (C), C (C,) by (11.1.1) 
in [9, p. 2261. Q.E.D. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we prove two theorems and consider several corollaries to the 
second. The first is that if A is a commutative pointed Hopf algebra over a field k, 
and A =-= (A,), then B = (B,) for any sub-Hopf algebra B. We will reduce to 
the case where B > A, . The proof of this special case depends on a rather 
technical proposition concerning the coradical filtration of B[z] (as described 
above) in certain cases. 
Our second theorem concerns the role G(A) plays in the structure of any 
pointed Hopf algebra A. We conclude this section with several applications to 
commutative pointed Hopf algebras in characteristic 0. 
Let A be any pointed Hopf algebra over a field k, B L A 
a sub-Hopf algebra. Suppose S C G(A) is a set of left coset (3.1) 
representatives for G(B) in G(A). Then A$ = @JigtS gB. 
Proof. Clearly A,B = zg,$gB. But this sum of coalgebra must be direct 
since (LfS gf% =: IL (g% == ODES g& . Q.E.D. 
L~mm 6. I,et A be a pointed Elopf algebra over a jield k, and suppose B, 
C C A are sub-Hopf algebras with B,, c C,, . If B C iz,C, then B C C. In particular, 
if B, := CO and A,B F= A&, then B em= C. 
Proof. Let S C G(A) be a set of left coset representatives for G(C) in G(A). 
Then A,C = f~>o~sgC by (3.1). S ince R c iz,,C we have B =- Qis B n gC. 
If B n gC f (0), then B, n gC, f (0) which means b == gc for some 6, 
c E G(C). Hence g = bc-l E G(C), so B n gC C C. Therefore, B C C. The 
remainder is clear. Q.E.D. 
Let A be a pointed Hopf algebra over a field iz, and suppose 
B C: A is a sub-Hopf algebra. Then (A$), = A,$, for n > 0. (3.2) 
Proof. By (3.1) A,B = 3,scsgB where S c G(A) is a set of left coset 
representatives for G(B) in G(A). By (2.1.3) of [1] (A,,B), = (A&‘) n A,, , so 
(AoR), = @ A, n gB = @ W), = 3 gB, = 4B, . Q.E.D. 
GS G-S gis 
To prove Theorem 1 we will need to recall some elementary facts concerning 
the binomial theorem in characteristic p > 0. 
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Let p > 0 be a fixed prime. Then every n 3 0 has a unique expansion n = 
no f nip $- n2pz + *.. where 0 < ni < p for all i and all but finitely many of 
the ni’s are 0. If 0 < m = m, -f- m,p ~-t ... is written as above, let m 4 n 
denotethatm~~nniforalli.Set~n~=no$-n,+~~~.ForO,(n<pletn!have 
its usual meaning, and define n! -_ n,!n,! . ... otherwise. If m < n, let (a/m) = 
n!/m!(n - m)!. 
Now suppose F is a field of characteristic p. Then one easily checks that 
(1 + X)7z = Ck+ (n/K) Xk for n > 0. Therefore p 1 (E) unless K < n, and in 
this case (E) = (n/k) as elements of the field. 
If A is any pointed Hopf algebra over a field k, then A,,& C A,+,, for m, 
n 3 0. If ,4 is also commutative and char It = p > 0, then A:’ C A, for n 3 0, 
where X(a) denotes the pth powers of the elements of a subset S C A. Thus if 
a E A, and d 3 0, we have that uk E A;,/, . Suppose B C A is a sub-Hopf 
algebra and z E V,““\B where a E G(B) and u E R @ B. Then we will denote the 
degree of the minimal polynomial of 3 over B bv @R,z (C,,z = CC if p(X) = 0). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A be a commutative pointed Hopf algebra over a$eld k. 
Suppose 1 > 0 atzd B _C A is a sub-Hopf algebra such that -4,-, C B. Let z E Vau\B 
where u E A,-, @ A,-, . Then: 
(a) WC1 = AZ-, . 
(b) If char k = 0, then B[z],, = @‘dzgn B,l-dl~d fou n 3 I. 
(c) If char k = p > 0, the?z 
Proof. (a) B[.z],-, = B[z] n A,-, = A,-, . The proof of (b) is similar to, 
and easier than that of(c), and will therefore be omitted. 
(c) Let n > 1. Since z E A, we have zd E A,,,, for d 3 0. Therefore 
&-IdlIZ d C B[z]~ whenever n 3 1 d j I, so by Lemma 3 
Thus we need only show that B[z]~ C U, for n 3 1. 
First suppose n = I, and let x E VCU n B[z] where v E A,-, @,J Az-, . Then by 
Lemma 5(b) x E B[z]z or N =-= b, + CQZ + ... f a,+# where C+ E k for 
o<ss~r,P’<@,,,, and b, E B, . Thus x E U, , and by (1.6) this is sufficient 
to show that B[z]~ _C Uz . Hence B[z]z = Uz . 
481/S+4 
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Now suppose n >, 2 and B[z]~ = U, . Let x = CpC0 b,z% E B[.z],+, where 
m < @B,z. Then 
E B, @ B[z] $- B[z] @ u, . 
By comparing terms we derive the following relations (B, = (0) if Y < 0). 
(1) f Ab,u” E B, @ B + B 0 B, 
k=O 
(j = 0 = q), 
(2) f Ab, (“,j W--Q E 13, 0 B + B 0 Bn--]q\l (j = 0 < q), 
k-0 
(3) i. Ab, (* : j) (” f j) d-(q-+j) E B @G B,-I,I~ (j > 0 C 4). 
We first show that b, #~ 0 implies 1 q 1 I ,< n + 1. Let p be the maximum of 
the values 1 k 1 such that b, * 0. By (1) we may assume p > 0. Suppose 1 q j --= p 
and 1 < q < 111. If q < k and b, + 0, then q :.= k, so from (2) we calculate 
Ab, =-= c Ab, (k/y) ulc-* = j$ 4; (“,) en E B, 0 B + B 0 B,-~qjl . 
4 <k<w, 
Hence 
(4) A~,~B,OB+BOB,,-I,:~ if / p 1 = CL. 
Now assume PI > ?z -+ 1, and choose any 1 < q < nz such that 1 q = FL. 
W’e will show that b, = 0. Since j q 1 > 1 we can choose 1 < Y < q such that 
1 Y I + 1 == Z”. Suppose b, ;L 0 and Y < k. Then ( k / =m= p, so by (4) b, E B,, . 
Now jk--r(==jk(-\lrj-:l implies k-r=pa for some ol>O. If 
n - j Y j I < 0, then (3) implies 6, = 0, so we may assume ~1 - ! r I I > 0. Now 
by (2) again 
Ab,. -I- c Ab, (k/r) zPr E B, @ B + B @ B,-l,l, , 
1‘<7L<rn 
so b, -;m xr<kc,,a (k,‘y) bkzh--T E A,-, since n-k1 --jrjZ<Z-1. Therefore 
by Lemma 3 b, = 0 for k < r; in particular, 6, = 0. PZ < n + 1, whence 
) q j 1 < n -+ 1 for all q such that b, + 0. 
It remains to show that b, E B,+l_lkll for 0 < k < m. By (4) b, E Bllil-lQll if 
/ q 1 == ,u. Suppose 0 < t < p and b, E Bn+i-iall if t < j q I. If 1 q j = t, then 
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by (2) again db, + Cq<kgm rlb,(k/q) d-9 E B, @ B + B @G B,-I,I~ . But for 
q < k < m we have Ab&-Q E B, @ B, where 
e = (n -+ 1 - / k / 1) f (2 - 1) 1 R - p / == 7~ f 1 - 1 k 1 1 -I- (2 - I)(/ k 1 - 1 q 1) 
=n+l -jqjZ+jqi -‘ki<rz-jqll. 
Therefore Ab, E B, @ B + B @ B,,-lQII which implies b, E B,, ! 1-141z . ‘rhus by 
induction b, E Bn+l-la!C for 1 < q < m. Using this and (1) we conclude b, E B,+l. 
This proves B[z],+~ C Un+r . By induction we have (c). Q.E.D. 
?Jow we can prove the first theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a commutative pointed Hopf algebra ovey a $eZd k. 
If A = (A,,), then B = (B,) for any sub-Hopf algebra B C A. 
Proof. (B,) _C B. To show B _C (B,,) we may assume that A is finitely 
generated. 
First of all suppose A, C B. Let Y < n be the largest integer such that A,. c B. 
If Y : : n, then B = A, so we may assume Y < II. We will induct on n -- Y. 
Let Z = r + 1. Then 1 < 1 < ?z and zdr_r C B, but zJ, g B. Notice that we 
need only to show: 
(*) If x E Vau\B, where u E A,-1 @ A,-, , then (B[z],) = B[z] implies 
B =: (B,). 
For since A is finitely generated, so is (A,) by Corollary 3.11 of [lo]. By (1.6) 
there are zr ,..., z, E A, such that zi E V$\B, where ui E A,-, @ A,-, , and 
such that A, C B[z, ,..., z,,]. By repeated applications of (*) we see that B can 
be replaced by B[z, ,..., z,,,]. This will conclude the argument by induction. 
pu’ow we verify (*). First of all suppose char k = p > 0. Then by Proposition 
4(c) we have R[z],, = B, @ I, where 
If cB,z < co, by Lemma 4(b) the minimal polynomial of z over B is p(-U) = 
b, -f- cu,X -j- *.. + Xn’n where b, E B, _C B,, . Therefore (B[z],) C (B,,) @ 
Bz @ ... @ B.@“-l. Thus in any case if (B[z],,) = B[z], then by Lemma 3(b) 
again B = (B,). If char k -= 0, then (*) is verified by a similar argument. 
Therefore B = (B,) if B > A, . 
Let B C A be any sub-Hopf algebra. Then (AOB)lL = A,B, by (3.2). There- 
fore A,B = ((A,,B),,) = (AOB,) = AO(B,,). Since B, = (B,)” we have B .= (B,) 
by Lemma 6. Q.E.D. 
Our second theorem clarifies the relationship of the grouplikes of a pointed 
Hopf algebra A to its general structure. 
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THEOREM 2. Let A be any pointed Hopf algebra over a field k, 9l ~-= Con) 
where C is the sjan of the sub,nroup of G(A) generated by S = (g E G(A): I, $ L4,}. 
Therl 
(a) A3o.8 :-I A, and 
(b) if B C A is any sub-Hopf a[gebra such that A,B -- d4, then -8 C B. 
Proof. (a) Let e E =I* by anv idempotent such that -4, - e k . 1. It 
suffices to show that d,, ‘-~ e c C(M71, for all n G-. 0. For if this is the case, since 
g(&-I,, i- e) is an injectke hull of k ‘5 1 as a right .4,,-comodule) for any g E G(A), ( 
by Lemma 1 --I, iT!,,i(;(,,) ~(~4,~ --- P) C .-l,,C(“,. 1Vc shall show that il,, ~- e c 
01’) by induction on rz. 
If II 0, then -4,, --- e =-- /< 1 C C. Let ?z p 0 and assume for 0 “; 1 -:: IZ 
that -4, -- P 2 C(l). Ry Lemma 2 there is a distinguished family of idempotents 
, .I le!l,,,,(,,,, such that a-!,, i -- e, =: k . R and et == e. Let z E z4,, I- e. Since A,, ~-e 
e, we may assume 2 E e, Pi z4,, L-- e,&4, for some a E G(A). 
we may- assume that dz z (3 a J- 1 (t, z -: u, where 
If u : 0, then a E C by definition, so z E Co,. If u + 0, write u : xy=, xi @yi 
as a sum of nonzero terms. Fix i. T\:e may- assume x, (3 yi E e, --1 -4,. -- - e1 @ 
e,, - A,,m,, - -- e,, for some c E G(d) and 0 < k < n. 
By the induction hypothesis -4, f-~. e, C C”, for 0 .< I .._ II. Thus s, E UC,, 
and since 9, m! 0 we also have c t C. Sotice that (e, . c),,~~;(,,, is a distinguished 
family of idempotents. Al so observe that b-l(d -~~ e) pi: (b-‘d) - (e . b) and 
b-‘(e --I t/) = (e . b) - (b-Id) for d E 4, b E G(4), and e t ,4”. Thus -go -(e, . c) =: 
k (c-lg) and 6 -‘(P,~ -A A,,+,( ~~ P?) ~~ (e,, .g) - ;2,,_,. (-- (e, .g). Replacing e 
b!- P,. c the preceding calculations enables us to apply the induction hypothesis 
to conclude that ~-,JI~ (: C(fi-k, and c-la E C. Hence yi E C(q1-~7c, and a E C. This 
means dz E C @?) il -! .-I @ C(+l,. By definition z E cl(‘l,. This proves (a). 
(b) By Lemma 6 we need only show that :%,, C B, I,et S C G(d) be a set 
of left coset representatives for G(B) and suppose 1 E S for convenience. Then 
-4 =- (j&,ES gB by (3.1). Suppose z E l,‘,,\A,, . Then z x Cot,r gb,, , where b,, E B 
and all but finitely many of the b,,‘s are 0. a sb for some s E S and b E G(B). 
Since& 7~ z @] a t I @zitiseasytoseethatb, :-Ounlessg =sborg-- 1. 
Thus ,” (’ sd for some c, d E B. The same calculation shows :: E d, unless 
s -- 1. Therefore, 3 E B, so a E R, This proves 3, C B,, , and we have (b). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. One should notice that tilil,, J, and if B;l,, -1, then .M c B. 
To see this, recall .4On (the bialgebra with “twisted” multiplication) is a Hopf 
algebra. 
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Remark. Using the argument of part (a) of the preceding theorem, we can 
show by induction that for II > 1, e,, -a L4,1. -er # (0) implies u = a, . . . . . a,,, , 
where n, E S and 1 < m < n. This is true by definition if II = 1. If n ) _ 2 
we can assume e, - -4, - er @ e,, 2 =3,_, - e, j: (0) for some c E G(.4) 
and 0 <k x IZ. Hence r e-m a, . . . a, , and noting that (0) + rp*(e,, --~-4,,~. [, -~ - pc) 
(e(, . c) - a‘l,,+,. i- (e, c), we also have c-k = al rl . . . . . ali, , where a, ,..., 
a,~; ,. E S, 3 < I < k, and 3 .< I < IE - k by the induction hypothesis. Thus 
a :-= a, . . . a,. ,. . 
Rv (3.1) we have: 
COROLLARY 1. Let .-1 be a pointed Hopf algebra over a field k, and .M as in 
Theorem 2. If B c d i.s a sub-Hopf algebra and A,B =: 8, then B -= ~?~i,is~:~.# 
where .\’ c_’ G(B) is a set qf left coset sepresentatives of G(91). 
Let d be a commutative pointed Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic 0, 
and B L d a sub-Hopf algebra such that J is a finitely generated B-algebra. 
If --30 C B, then -4 is a polynomial algebra over B by Proposition 2. A simple 
Zorn’s lemma argument shows that -4 is a polynomial algebra with coefficients 
in B, where B is any sub-Hopf algebra such that -4(, C B. Let ~~(4) denote 
cardinality of a set of indeterminants. We have several easy corollaries at this 
point. 
('OROLLARY 2. Let -4 he a commutative pointed Hopf a[rebm over a $eld of 
characteristic 0, B and C sub-Hopf alrebms. 
(a) Suppose B _C C and B, := C,, . Then Ye = r,Ou(&C). In particular 
rRO(B) :~ Y.,~(A,B) for auy sub-Hopf algebra B C A. 
(b) G,,(B) G l;lo(4 
(cj Suppose A, _C B Z C. 
(i) y&4) = ~-B(C) -i- Y&). 
(ii) If A is in addition a finitely generated B-algebra, then C = A $ 
and only if yB(C) := Ye. 
Proof. (a) Let S _C G(4) be a set of coset representatives of G(B) = G(C). 
Then A,B = osESgB and A,$ = BoES gC. Thus any basis for C as a B- 
module is a basis for A&’ as an A,,B-module. Replacing B by B, and C by B we 
have the last part of (a). 
(b) BY (4 yBBs(B) = Y,&%B)- Clearly ~,&%B) < ~,&Q 
(c) C is a polynomial extension of B and A is a polynomial extension of C. 
Thus (i) is clear. If C E A then r,(A) > I so (ii) now follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A be a commutative pointed Hopf algebra over a jeld of 
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characteristic 0 which is a jinitely generated A,-algebra. Let .9 be as in ‘Theorem 2. 
(a) r&q = Y&4). 
(b) 
if9 C B. 
If B C A is any sub-Hopf a[rebra, then Ye, = T,~JA) if and only 
Proof. Y@q -2 Y,&40.sq = ‘,&4) In any case by definition and Corol- 
lary 2(a). This proves (a). If 39 C B, then Y,~,(&‘) < rBO(B) by Corollary 2(b). 
Hence Ye, 2. yO(A) by (a). Conversely, if rBO(B) = rAO(A), then rAO(-$,B) = 
~~~(~4) by Corollary 2(a). This shows A,B A, whence 9? C B by Theorem 2(b). 
This proves (b). Q.E.D. 
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